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ENTER TO LEARN, GOFORTH TO SERVE 
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DEDICATION 
The work has been done 
But we have just started 
The journey has ended 
But we are just beginning 
The tears have been shed 
Our joy is just blooming 
But through it all we 
Can never repay 
The debt owed to you 
on this special day 
Deanne Tucker 
To Mom and Dad, 
We, the Graduating Class of 1983, lovingly 
dedicate our yearbook to you with much thanks 
and appreciation. Your confidence and support 
has truly helped us on our way. 
We love you! 
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To the Graduating Class of 1983 
On behalf of the Board of Management, Ad-
ministration, and the Hospital Staff, I wish to 
congratulate each member of the Graduating Class 
of 1983. You have been with us for three years, and I 
am sure you have many fond memories of your time 
spent at the Grace General Hospital. 
You have done well, and now you enter the ever 
advancing medical field as a graduate nurse. Let this 
not be an end to your education, but only a begin-
ning. Try each day to live up to the challenge which is 
yours. 
May God's rich blessing rest upon you, and may 
you seek to serve Him through serving others. 
I would like to leave with you the words of Ralph 
Waldo Emerson - ''Though we travel the world over 
to find the beautiful, we must carry it with us or we 
find it not." 
Edith J. Tayfor 
Major 
Administrator 
On behalf of the Nursing Service Administration, 
it is my pleasure to extend to you, the Class of 1983, 
congratulations on completing the student portion of 
your chosen career. 
You have a very exciting future ahead in an old 
and noble profession. Your actions and con-
tributions will guide our future professional path. 
Always preserve the "caring quality" you have 
demonstrated during your student days. Helping 
others will contribute in providing enrichment in 
your own lives. 
Best wishes for your future happiness and success. 
We are proud to have assisted in making your dream 
come true. 
Gladys Smith 
Director of Nursing 
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To the Graduating Class of 1983: 
On behalf of the Medical Advisory Committee, 
and indeed the entire Medical Staff of the Grace 
General Hospital, I offer congradulations to each of 
you on your graduation. 
During the last three years you have learned to 
transform knowledge acquired in the classroom to 
practical service on the wards. This experience will 
stand you in good stead no matter what you now 
decide to do. 
In spite of the advances in recent years in the 
provision of health care in this province, there 
remains much to be done. This will require the 
continued input of well trained, energetic, and 
concerned nurses. There are, therefore, many op-
portunities remaining for you to grasp. 
In closing, I would also like to take this op-
portunity to wish you all every success and happiness 
in your future life. 
Dr. R.W. Young, M.D.F.R.C.P. (C) 
Acting Medical Director. 
To the Graduating Class 
On behalf of the faculty and myself, I would like 
to congratulate each of you on your graduation. 
Three years ago you came to us with a dream of 
becoming a graduate nurse. Today your dream is 
realized, you are ready to meet the challenge of the 
nursing profession. Hold high its ideal and continue 
to update your professional knowledge base in the 
years ahead. We have every confidence in your 
ability to cope with the changing demands in the 
health field. 
May much success and happiness be yours. 
(Mrs.) E. Adey, B.N., R.N. 
Director, School of Nursing 
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Dear Class 1983, 
It has been a pleasure and a privilege to have 
worked with all of you this past year. 
You have finally accomplished the goal that you 
sought three years ago, and how proud of yourselves 
you must be. It has been hard work, but well worth 
every minute of it. I am proud of you all, and I know 
you are going to be fine graduate nurses. 
My sincerest congratulations to you all, and best 
wishes for a happy and successful future. 
(Mrs.) Bernice Bastow 
Nurse Intern Supervisor 
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"Whatever it is I'm against it ... ! " 
On April 14, 1963, KAREN ABBOTT made her first cry in St. 
John's and has made it her home ever since. 
Karen's ambition is to achieve a BN degree and then escape shift 
work. Working permanent eight hour days is her dream but fate 
may find her doing nights up north. 
You can usually hear Karen say "What are you doing now?". 
Among her prized possessions are her family, friends and 
memories of the past three years 
"A letter a day keeps the blues away." 
SHELLY ASH of Harbour Grace took her first breath on 
December 14, 1960. 
Shelly hopes to nurse while travelling but fears she will end up 
weeding and fertilizing. 
She is most often heard saying, ''Is that right''. 
Among her prized possessions are her family, friends, Grad 
ring, plants - "Scottie", and special someone 
''Anything worth doing, is worth doing well.'' 
MURIEL ATTWOOD was born in Victoria, Carbonear and 
now resides here in St. Johns. 
Her ambition is to pass her R.N. 's and retire early but fate will 
probably find her working on Surgery forever ... and ever. 
She cherishes her family and friends. 
Muriel's pet saying is ''Really''. 
"For nature made her what she is and never made another." 
Born on October 1, 1963, SHARON BAILEY made Harbour 
Grace her home. 
Her goal in life is to become a midwife but will probably end up 
needing a permanent midwife for her own deliveries. 
On her days off, Sharon can usually be found riding the bus to 
M.U.N .. 
She cherishes her Grad ring, family & "Byron". 
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"The perfect man has never been found, but I'm still looking". 
On April 28, 1963 ELLIE BALL became the proud resident of 
Little Burnt Bay. Since then she can usually be heard saying, 
''Whatta ya like!''. 
Ellie plans a future in Surgical Nursing and is willing to work 
just about anywhere. 
She treasures money, happiness, Grad ring, and hopefully 
someday, "A tall, dark and handsome man". 
''Here a joke, there a joke, everywhere a riot.'' 
DOREEN BARRETT was born in Bishop's Cove on October 
15, 1963. 
She can usually be heard saying, ''Say what?'' 
Doreen plans a career in Pediatric Nursing but will probably end 
up married and nursing a house full of kids of her own. 
She prizes her Grad ring, family, friends, & memories of the 
past three years. 
"Inside school, quiet and demure, outside school, we're not so 
sure. " 
GAIL BARTLETT arrived February 22, 1963 in Marysvale. 
Gail plans to get her Bachelor of Nursing and to eventually teach 
Nursing, but she worries that fate may find her doing permanent 
nights on Medicine. 
Among her prized possessions are her smurf and "Barry". 
Because Gail loves to sleep, she can usually be heard saying, 
"I'm not getting up yet!". 
"Not over serious, not over gay, she enjoys life in her own quiet 
way". 
PEGGY BLACKWOOD of Greenspond was born on Sep-
tember 9, 1963. 
'' Peg'' plans to do Home Care Nursing but fears that she will 
become the Captain of Greenspond Ferry. 
She values her family, Grad ring & memories of Springdale. 
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''I love those wild fascinating creatures of nature; especially 
those called men.'' 
DARLENE BREWER became a proud resident of St. Johns on 
November 11, 1961. 
Darlenes greatest ambition is to work as a nurse on the Love 
Boat but she fears that fate may find her as a Deck hand on the 
John Guy. 
Being an agreeable person, Darlene can usually be heard saying, 
''Yeah, OK.'' 
She treasures her Black Band, Grad ring and memories of the 
past three years. 
"Her heart is like the moon, there's a man in it". 
PAMELA BROOMFIELD was introduced to St. Johns on 
August 13, 1960 . 
"Pam" plans to be an O.R. Nurse but she fears that fate may 
find her waking up in the recovery room as a patient. 
If you listen closely, you will probably hear her saying, "How' re 
ya gettin on?''. 
Pam treasures Abe, family, and memories. 
" Silence is sometimes deceiving". 
On October 12, 1963, the people of Bonavista first heard 
KA THY CANNING cry and since then she has made it her home. 
She plans to do either Orthopedic or Surgical Nursing but fate 
may find her working on a Psychiatric unit. 
Among Kathy's treasures are family, friends, hairdryer, and 
memones. 
You will often hear Kathy saying, "That's not true". 
"No fame I crave before my eye, A simple goal I keep; I hope 
just once before I die, I get sufficient sleep". 
CATHERINE (THORNHILL) DA WE, "Cathy" put in her 
first appearance in Windsor, Ontario on November 17, 1962. Since 
then she has made St.John's, NFLD her home. 
She plans a future in Obstetrical Nursing but fears that she will 
work on Medicine forever. 
Cathy cherishes "Robin", her family and her rings. 
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"Smile and the world smiles with you." 
AGNES DOWNEY arrived on December 31, 1963 in Corner 
Brook but has since became a resident of Codroy Valley. 
She hopes to work as an R.N. but fate may find her at home in 
Codroy Valley preparing care packages for her younger sister, 
"Joan". 
Agnes can usually be heard saying, ''That's wonderful'' 
especially when she receives a care package of goodies from home. 
Among her treasures are her family, friends, prayer, and Black 
band. 
"She's like a candle - she goes out every night". 
DIANE DOWNTON was born on September 22, 1962 and since 
then has made the town of Windsor her home. 
"Dee" can usually be heard saying, "Say what?" 
She plans to do Pediatric Nursing but fate may find her as a 
housewife with twenty kids. 
Her prized possessions include her Mom & Dad, clothes, money, 
special friends, Grandparents and her cat. 
" My idea of an agreeable person is one who agrees with me." 
HELEN FARRELL made her first cry on November 7, 1963, at 
Goose Bay, Labrador but has made her home Little Bay, 
Marys town. 
She plans to do Maternity Nursing but fears she will end up as a 
full time patient: 
Helen is often heard saying, "Well, ya know!" 
Among her treasures are her family, friends, Grad ring and 
memories. 
"I may look busy, but I'm only confused". 
KRISTINE FEA VER gave her first cry in St. Johns on 
November 4, 1963 and presently resides at the Goulds. 
Kristine plans to work as a Public Health Nurse but fate may 
find her doing Outpost nursing up North. 
It's not uncommon to hear her saying, ''Does this make me look 
too big?" and she would love to be able to eat without gaining 
weight. 
Her family, Grad ring, "Charlie", and jewellery are among her 
treasures. 
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''The rule of my life is to make pleasure my business and 
business my pleasure.'' 
CLAIRE FEWER was born in Chicoutini, Quebec on January 
2, 1962 and has made many cities her home since then. Claire now 
resides in St. Johns. 
Claire's ambition is to own a fast car, particularly a "Porsche" 
but fate will probably find her as a Medical Nurse driving to work 
on a Ten speed bike. 
She can usually be heard telling one of her many jokes or else 
saying, "Thats wild". 
Her friends, memories of the past three years, parents, and her 
dog ''Micky'' mean a lot to her. 
"If absent-mindedness is a sign of intelligence, I must be a 
genius." 
CATHY FLEMMING made her debut in St. Johns on 
December 27, 1963 and has since made the Goulds her home. 
She plans to be an O.R. nurse but fears that fate will find her as 
a model for Penningtons. 
Cathy can usually be heard saying, "No problem!" 
Among her prized possessions - family, especially her nephew, 
friends, and Grad ring mean a lot to her. 
" Lead me not into temptation - I'll find the way myself". 
PAULA HANN, from Gander, came into being on June 15, 
1963. 
Paula plans to get her Masters degree in Nursing but she fears 
that fate may find her failing her R.N. exams three times. 
We all envy Paula for her ability to eat without gaining weight 
and she can usually be found asking for something to eat. 
Her treasures are her Black band, Grad ring & friends. 
''Those who think her quiet have not yet seen the twinkle in her 
eye'' . 
BEYERL Y HAPGOOD, known to all as ANNETTE, gave her 
firs t yell on December 4, 1962 at Tack's Beach, Placentia Bay but 
now resides in Arnolds Cove. 
Annette tends to worry and can usually be heard saying ''Me 
Nerves" . 
She plans to do Pediatric Nursing, or Surgical Nursing but fate 
may find her doing permanent nights in the nursery. 
Among her prized possessions are her family, friends, stuffed 
toys, Grad ring, & memories of the last three years. 
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"When I'm right, no one remembers; when I'm wrong, no one 
forgets!" 
CHERYL (JACOBS) HAYDEN made her first yell on June 17, 
1959 in Toronto, Ontario but now has her home in St. Johns. 
Cheryl plans to become a Midwife but fate will probably find 
her as a staff nurse on Obstetrics. 
She can usually be heard saying, "Ay, You know!". 
Cheryl's greatest treasures are Vincent & Mark. 
"She never has much to say, but she has a pleasing way." 
ANN MARIE HICKEY entered the world on September 26, 
1963, and resides in Torbay. 
She plans to do Gynecological or Maternity Nursing but fears 
she will end up fishing in Torbay. 
Ann Marie can usually be heard saying, "You're not serious?" 
Her prized possessions are family, friends, Grad ring, and her 
special teddy bear. 
''I'm just a piece of dandruff trying to get ahead.'' 
"I'm so upset" is a favorite saying of MAUREEN HICKEY. 
She became a proud resident of Terranceville on December 17, 
I 963 and has made it her home. 
Maureen's ambition is to work as an R. N. but fears that she may 
end up as a waitress in a cocktail bar. 
Among her treasures are family, friends, graduation, daughter's 
pride ring, and most of all weekends at home. 
"Just because I don't tell everything I know, doesn't mean I 
don't know it.'' 
DONNA HISCOCK made her first appearance in St. Johns but 
now resides in Long Pond, Manuels. She can usually be heard 
saying, ''Who me?'' 
Donna would like to work at the "Foxtrap General" but will 
probably become a member of the nursing staff at the Grace 
General. 
Among her treasures are her free time, family and friends. 
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''If God can love them all, surely I can love a dozen''. 
On July 1, 1963 a loud yell was heard at Burin Hospital Nursery 
- DARLENE HODDER had arrived. Since then Darlene has been 
yelling all over her home town of Creston North, Marys town. 
Darlene plans to do Surgical Nursing but is scared that fate may 
find her giving permanent bedbaths to a certain someone. 
She is often heard saying, "Me nerves", but she is really a calm, 
easy going person. 
Among her most prized possessions are her bed, family, Grad 
ring, and memories. 
"I'm not hard of hearing - I'm just ignoring you". 
SHARON HODDER of New Bonaventure made her first 
scream on December 10, 1957. 
She plans to do Intensive Care or Emergency Nursing but fate 
may fin~ her nursing with the Canadian Coast Guard up North. 
Sharon is usually heard asking, ''Boys, What did I do with 
that?", but really she is a very organized person. 
Among her treasures are her family, friends, Grad nng & 
memories of the past three years. 
''I have the simplest of tastes - I only want the best.'' 
'-
On December 8, 1962 DAISY HODDINOTT of Brig Bay 
opened her eyes to the world but only after her sister had the first 
look. 
She plans to do Public Health or Pediatric Nursing but fate may 
find her working in a nursing home. 
Daisy can usually be heard saying, "Oh, my pig!!" 
Among her prized possessions are her family, friends, Bible, and 
Grad ring. 
"Ever loyal, ever true to the task she has to do." 
SHA WNIE HODDINOTT came into the world on December 8, 
1962 bringing with her a twin sister. Her home town is Brig Bay. 
Her ambition is to do Public Health Nursing, but fate may find 
her working on a Geriatric unit doing permanent nights. 
Shawnie is usually heard saying "Not true", but really she is a 
trustworthy person. 
Among her treasures are her Grad nng, family, friends and 
Bible. 
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"Silence is sometimes deceiving." 
DEBORAH HUDSON (Debby) made it into this world on May 
31, 1962, at Carbonear, but since has made her home here in St. 
John's. 
Her ambition is to become a surgical nurse but fears she'll be no 
more than a plumber's daughter, (maybe a plumber herself) 
Debby is usually heard saying "Go way maid." She is most 
often found with Ed. 
Her prized possessions are her family, Grad ring, three years of 
nursing, Big Smurf, and Ed. 
''Good girls go to heaven, but bad girls go everywhere. 
CHERYL JOHNSON of Goose Bay, Labrador, came yelling 
and kicking on May 29, 1961. 
If Cheryl addresses you by saying, "You Scum," ignore it, it's 
just a habit. 
She plans to do Psychiatric Nursing, but fate may find her 
nursing male patients in Arabia and loving it. 
Among her treasures are Paul, her ring, popcorn, days off, and 
family. 
"Be good and you'll be happy but you'll miss alot of fun". 
CAROLYN JONES entered the world on July 25, 1963 and now 
resides in Bonavista. 
She plans to be a Pediatric Nurse but fate may find her doing 
permanent nights on Psychiatry. 
Carolyn can usually be heard saying ''Really?''. 
Her prized possessions are her family, friends, Grad ring, and 
Roy. 
''She's as good as the best of us, and as bad as the rest of us'' 
BEVERLEY KEEPING from Mose Ambrose took her first 
breath on January 21, 1962. 
Among her prized possessions are her Grad ring, Black band, 
family, friends, quilts, and memories of the past three years. 
Bev's ambition is to become a Caseroom Nurse but fate will 
probably find her as a "para 10 or a "midwife around the bay". 
She is most often heard saying, "Oh, me nerves". 
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"Man has his will, but woman has her way." 
CA THERINE KING (Cathy) made herself a resident of Long 
Harbour on October 11, 1963 and has been living there ever since. 
Cathys' ambition is to be a Medical Nurse and to get her B.N. 
but fate may find her with just a bachelor and working permanent 
nights on psychiatry. 
When around, Cathy is often heard saying, ''I dare say''. 
She prizes her family, "Brian" Grad ring, and memories of the 
past three years. 
.. 
"I'd wear a halo but my horns get in the way" 
MARIE ANN KNIGHT came to life on May 3, 1963 at Grand 
Falls. 
She wants to complete intern year and keep her sanity however, 
fate will probably find her a working at the Waterford. 
Marie tends to listen with only one ear so she can usually be 
heard saying "Whaa!" 
Her Grad ring, family, friends, and memories of the past three 
years are among her favorite possessions. 
" Absence makes the heart grow fonder". 
DEBORAH LANNING first let the world know she was around 
on August 23, 1962 in Gander. 
Her future plans are to finish Nursing and marry Shawn, but 
fears she'll end up staying in NFLD while Shawn is in British 
Columbia. 
"Deb" is usually heard saying, "Don't tell me, I don't want to 
know!", but really she is very interested. 
Among her treasures are her Grad ring, Black band, friends, 
memories of the past three years and a certain young man, 
"Shawn". 
''A pleasant face, A winning smile; All in all, a friend worth-
while''. 
CATHERINE MAGUIRE was born in New Waterford, Nova-
Scotia, and since then she can usually be heard saying, ''Is that 
right?'' 
Catherine's ambition is to get her R.N. and work in her home 
town, but fears that fate may find her working at the Waterford 
here in St. John's. 
Among her treasures are "Peter Joseph", her family, home and 
friends. 
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"I came, I saw, and now I'm leaving". 
BEYERL Y (EASTON) MANUAL was born on October 1, 
1950. She now resides in Mount Pearl. 
She can usually be heard saying, "Oh my." 
Bev's ambition is to become a Graduate Nurse but she fears that 
fate may find her taking an early retirement. 
She prizes her husband, children, and piano. 
''Just try to be the girl your mother thinks you are''. 
On February 5, 1963 VALERIE MAYNE entered this world to 
become a proud resident of Hopeall. 
Her future plans are to do Pediatric Nursing but she has visions 
of nursing sheep on Hopeall Island. 
Val's pet saying is "What can you do?" -- Looking for 
justification for her actions. 
Her prized possessions are her family, friends, Bible, Grad ring, 
and memories. 
"Nuts are'nt always found in shell's". 
SANDRA MELENDY born October 11, 1962 hails from Grand 
Bank. 
She plans a career in Surgical Nursing but fears that fate may 
find her at the wrong end of the scalpel. 
Sandra can usually be heard above all other voices and probably 
saying, " See that flash". 
She treasures her stuffed monkey, "Spas", photo albums, 
family and friends, and especially her Big sis Marilyn. 
"She was born silly and had a relapse". 
KIMBERLEY MOORESS made her entrance to St. Johns on 
September 23, 1963. 
Kim can usually be heard saying, "Hook in". 
She plans to travel and do Public Health Nursing but fate may 
find her as a Door to door saleslady for Avon. 
She treasures her family, friends, Grad ring, and memories of 
the past three years in Nursing. 
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"Worry, worry is my way, will tomorrow be worst than today?" 
LINDA MUTREY arrived on August 9, 1961 and has made 
Carbonear her home. 
She plans a career in Geriatric Nursing but fears she'll end up 
making snowballs the rest of her life. 
Linda cherishes her family, Ainsley, Grad ring, and memories. 
Her favorite saying is "A-ya". 
"I want nothing for myself but a tall, dark, and handsome son-
in-law for my parents" 
CORA NEWHOOK born on May 11, 1963 comes to us from 
Normans Cove. 
"Coke" as she is sometimes called plans to do Military Nursing 
buts fears she'll end up doing permanent 12 hour nights. 
If Cora continuously answers you "I don't know" she probably 
doesn't. 
Her family, friends, Grad nng and memories are prized 
possessions. 
''How beautiful it is to do nothing and rest afterwards''. 
CAROL PERCHARD made her first cry on June 24, 1962 at 
Mount Pearl. 
Carol can usually be heard saying, "Oh, my nerves!" 
She plans to be a Surgical Nurse but she fears that fate may find 
her on psychiatry permanently. 
Carol prizes her button collection, Black band, and family. 
''Long ago there was a prophesy of great things to come, well, 
Here I am." 
LO IS PERIERA was born on July 25, 1963 in Burin and has 
since made Fortune her home. 
Lois plans to do Pediatric Nursing but fate will probably find 
her retiring early and raising a house full of kids. 
She can usually be heard saying, ''Just like that ... ! '' 
Among her prized possessions are her Grad ring, family, 
friends, and Black band. 
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''She has a devilish and carefree air that hides the brains we 
know are there.'' 
The world was truly blessed when CAROL-ANN PICKETT 
made her first appearance on October 26, 1963 at Fogo Island. 
Carol-Ann plans to continue her nursing career in the Armed 
Forces but she will probably end up taking an early retirement. 
Among her treasures are her pictures, Grad ring, smurf, and 
weekends off. 
When she does make a noise you will probably hear her saying, 
"You can't be serious!" 
"She's just what she is, what better report: A friend, a good 
student, and above all a good sport.'' 
ELIZABETH PIKE make her first yell on December 6, 1962 
and now resides in Mount Pearl. 
She plans to get a Bachelor of Nursing Degree but fears that fate 
may find her as a lifelong student. 
Elizabeth can usually be heard saying, "Crap". 
Among her prized possessions are her Bible, family and friends. 
" Why take life seriously, you'll never get out of it alive 
anyway.'' 
LETA PORTER made her debut in Port-de-Grave on August 
19, 1963 and has lived there ever since. 
She plans to do Psychiatric or Obsterical Nursing but will 
probably end up as a patient at a mental institution after trying her 
hand at motherhood. 
Leta can usually be heard saying, "Gross". 
She cherishes her Grad ring, family, friends, memories of the 
past three years, and her favorite Teddy Bear. 
"If you're good just because it pays to be good, you'll be bad 
for higher wages." 
On August 25, 1962 DIANE REID came into Grand Falls and it 
hasn' t been the same since. 
Diane plans a career in Surgical Nursing but fears that fate may 
fine her as a patient on surgery with "Peptic ulcers". 
She can usually be seen or "Heard" freaking out or saying, "O 
me nerves''. 
She cherishes her family, memories of the past three years, Grad 
ring and a certain stuffed animal named "Sam". 
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''It's better to be short and shine then to be tall and cast a 
shadow.'' 
BEVERLEY ROBERTS entered the world on November 16, 
1962 at Tilton. Since then she can usually be heard saying, "If 
anyone calls, I'm in the smoker." 
"Bev" as she is usually called, plans to do Obstetrical Nursing 
but fate may find her doing permanent nights in ICU. 
Among her treasures are her family, Clancy, Bible, and Sandy 
her dog. 
"Happy is her heart, but quiet are her ways." 
SANDRA (TOBIN) RONAYNE entered the world on May 31, 
1959. She now makes her home the Goulds. 
Sandra's ambition is to become a Psychiatric Nurse but her 
greatest fear is that she may change her role to become a patient on 
a Psychiatric ward. 
She can usually be heard saying, ''Go for it!'' 
Sandra treasures her hubby, dog "Sam", cat "Benny" and their 
little house on the hill. 
' 'Take it slow, for they that hurry stumble and fall.'' 
RUBY MARGUERITE (Peavy) Ryder was born on October 5, 
1949 at St. Joseph's, Placentia Bay. She now makes all her moves 
in Mount Pearl. 
Ruby's ambition is to get her R.N.; but fears that fate will find 
her doing permanent nights on psychiatry. 
Her pet peeve is studying and getting up at 0630. 
Ruby treasures her family most of all. 
' 'Good things come in small packages, so does dynamite!'' 
ANGELA SAUNDERS came into the world on July 15, 1963 
and made her home in Springdale. 
Due to her slow motion speed, she can usually be heard saying, 
"I'll be up de once." 
" Ange", AS SHE IS usually called, plans to get her B.N. but is 
scared that she may become a permanent babysitter. 
Her treasures are her family, friends, Grad ring, Memories, and 
bible. 
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''Ten little fingers, ten little toes; and a mouth that goes, goes, 
goes! 
SHARON SHEPPARD was born on October 17, 1962 in St. 
John's. She plans to work on Psychiatry but is scared that fate 
may find her as a patient at the Waterford. 
Sharon can usually be heard saying, "What's ya at, huh?" 
Among her prized possessions are her Mom and Dad, Bill, Black 
band and Grad ring 
''Adopt the Pace of Nature - her secret is patience.'' 
JEANNINE (LeDREW) SHORT showed the world that she had 
arrived on August 15, 1951 at St. Johns. 
Her ambition is to become an Obsterical Nurse but she fears that 
fate may find her doing permanent nights on Dermatology. 
Jeannine can usually be heard saying, ''Is that right?'' 
Among her treasures are her family, friends and memories of 
the past three years. 
"She saith little, but thinketh much". 
w ANDA SMALL of Wild Cove made her first cry on May 2, 
1963. 
Wanda can usually be heard saying "I don't believe it," but she 
usually do. 
She plans to further her nursing education but fears that fate 
may find her spending the rest of her days as an old maid. 
Among her prized possessions are her family, bible, Black band, 
and Grad ring. 
"Keep smiling, it makes people wonder what you're up to" . 
AGNES SMITH, known to all as "AGGIE", made her debut 
on August 11, 1963 at Bell Island. 
She plans to do Surgical or Pediatric Nursing but fears that she 
will end up being a mother of six and residing on the ''Rock''. 
She is usually found eating or asking "What are you having for 
supper?" 
Among her treasures are her family, friends, Grad nng, and 
memories of the past three years. 
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''She's like a candy bar half sweet and half nuts. '' 
KAREN SOOLEY wasn't long letting the world know she had 
arrived on February 15, 1961 at Heart's Delight. 
Karen can usually be heard saying, "You know I haven't got a 
ride home yet!'', as Karen loves to go home on all her days off. 
She plans to be a Psychiatric Nurse but fears she may be stuck 
up North with a Psychotic husky and no Bob. 
Karen treasures her Grad ring, Engagement ring, family, 
friends, and memories. 
"The course of true love never runs smooth." 
FRANCES SYSTER made her debut on March 7, 1963 in St. 
Johns. 
''Frankie'' plans to work with children but fate may find her 
married and working with ten of her own. 
She can usually be heard saying, ''Oh sure''. 
Among her prized possessions are her Black band, family, and 
Paul. 
''Bubbling with energy, eager to go. When at work she is never 
slow''. 
MARGRET MAUREEN TAYLOR, known to all as 
MAUREEN, made her first yell on March 24, 1961 and since then 
has made Kilbride her home. 
Maureen plans a career in Medical Nursing but fears she will end 
up working on Obstetrics. 
She can usually be heard saying, ''Put the kettle on!'' 
Her prized possessions are her family, friends, & memories. 
''The mind hath a thousand loves ... The heart but one.'' 
When BRENDA TEMPLE doesn't know what's going on you 
can usually hear her saying, "Who? Who?". 
Brenda made one yell on July 14, 1963 and continues to yell in 
her home town of Normans Cove. 
She plans to do Surgical Nursing but fate may find her nursing a 
certain injured hockey player. 
Her Grad ring, Engagement ring, & teddy bear '' Ralphy'' are 
cherished. 
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"Probably I could be worst, probably I could not." 
DONNA THORNHILL made her first appearance in Fortune 
on August 23, 1963. She can usually be heard saying, "Really". 
She hopes to do Pediatric or Psychiatric Nursing but fears she'll 
have ten kids. 
Her prized possessions are car, Grad ring, and memories of the 
past three years. 
"What! No men in heaven, I'll stay here." 
May 9, 1961 was a special day for the Tibbo family, their little 
girl PAMELA TIBBO was born in Charlottetown, P.E.I.. 
Pam plans to live, love and travel but will most likely find 
herself travelling on the C.N. bus with "Marg". 
She can usually be heard saying, "Go for it" or "Thats a fine 
dart!" 
Pam treasures her family, memories, Cuddles and good old 
times. 
" Quiet and shy she seems to be, just the opposite of reality". 
ANNE MARIE TOBIN came laughing into the world on June 
14, 1963 and has been laughing ever since. She has been residing in 
St. John's since that time. 
She plans to do Pediatric Nursing but will probably end up 
doing permanent nights in the Nursery. 
She can usually be heard saying "I don't know boy". 
Anne Marie cherishes her family, friends, Grad nng, and 
memories of the past three years. 
"I am little, I am wise, but I'm a terror for my size". 
On March 12, 1963, JUANITA TRAVERSE saw her first 
glimpse of light at Springdale. She now resides in Fleur-De-Lys. 
Juanita plans to get her Bachelor degree and continue on into 
Military Nursing, · but fears she'll find herself sitting at home 
watching "Mash" reruns. 
Her family, a certain guy "John", her nieces and dog are among 
her prized possessions. 
Her pet peeve is being called "Lucy". 
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''Generally speaking, she's generally speaking.'' 
DEANNE TUCKER came yelling and kicking on March 13, 
1963 in Bona vista but since that time has made St. Johns her 
home. 
Deanne plans to further her education and one day get her BN 
degree but fate may find her nursing her own in Central 
Newfoundland. 
You can usually find Deanne working on the yearbook - or in 
other words - getting on Darlene's nerves, and saying, ''Anybody 
got any money?'' 
Among her prized possessions are family, friends, Grad ring, 
Bible and most of all, ''Mervin''. 
"If having fun is a crime, she'll be serving a life sentence." 
LORI TUCKER of St. Johns was born on August 10, 1963. 
Her ambition is to become a Public Health Nurse and to sleep in 
until 8 o'clock every morning. The thing that Lori hates most is 
getting up at six o'clock to go to work. 
Among her treasures are her Black band, family, friends and 
memories of the past three years. 
''Happy Go Lucky, always carefree, nothing at all in the world 
bothers me.'' 
The world first heard WANDA WADMAN squeal on April 1, 
1962 at Come By Chance Cottage Hospital, but since then Wanda 
has moved on to Bigger and Better places, ''Arnolds Cove''. 
She plans a future in Surgical Nursing but fears that fate may 
find her doing Private Duty Nursing overseas. 
Please don't get upset if you hear her say, "I'm not impressed" 
because she usually is. 
Among many of her treasures she tends to hold her family, 
Daff ey Duck, Grad ring, yellow Toyota and memories of the past 
three years closest to her heart. 
"Instructor, Instructor, please don't weep, I'm not dead, I'm 
just asleep." 
On February 19, 1959 CLARA WALL saw her first glimpse of 
light at St. Andrews, Codroy Valley. 
Clara plans a future in Intensive Care or Medical Nursing. Her 
greatest fear is that she'll become a professional student and spend 
her life behind school books. 
Clara is usually found in Sharon's room and is often heard 
saying, " No I can' t go . .. I'll think about it." 
Her treasures are her family, friends, Black band and memories. 
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"Someday I'll burst my bud of hysteria and blossom into 
calm''. 
DONNA WELLS of Grand Bank made her first cry on August 
28, 1962. 
Donna's ambition is to do Pediatric Nursing but fears that fate 
will find her doing First Aid Nursing in Grand Bank fish plant. 
She is most often heard saying "Freak me out!" and she usually 
means it. 
Among her treasures are her stuffed animals, Miss Piggy 
pyjamas, memories of the friendships she has made and most of 
all the family support she has received. 
"A quiet girl she seems to be - but that is judging from what we 
see." 
JILL WHITE was born overseas on July 20, 1963, and has made 
Bell Island ''overseas'' her home since. 
She would like to do Surgical Nursing but dreads she will be 
permanently sent to another floor. 
Jill is usually heard saying, "You're not serious," and usually 
she isn't. 
Her family, memories, friends and her posters are among her 
prized possessions. 
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INTERNATIONAL PLEDGE 
''In full knowledge of the obligations I am undertaking, I promise to care for the sick with 
the skill and understanding, I possess, without regard to race, creed, colour, politics, or social 
status, sparing no effort to conserve life to alleviate suffering and to promote health. 
I will respect at all times the dignity and religious beliefs of the patients under my care, 
holding in all confidence all personal information entrusted to me, and refraining from any 
action which might endanger life or health. 
I will endeavor to keep my professional knowledge and skill at the highest level, and to give 
loyal support and co-operation to all members of the health team. 
I will do my utmost to honor the international code of nursing ethics, and to up hold the 
integrity of the professional nurse.'' 

CLASS 1984 
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Beverley Allen 
Deanne Barnes 
Sandra Barrett 
Maude Beck 
Cathy Blake 
Michele Brenton 
Leona Brown 
Sharon Brown 
Stephanie Bruss 
Bonita Burt 
Shirley Butcher 
Heather Chubbs 
Linda Crews 
Winnifred Cull 
Cathy Dalley 
Carol Fifield 
Dena Fillier 
Wanda Fost 
Loretta Fowler 
Karen Gosse 
Karen Greenham 
Angela Guy 
Marguerite Halfyard 
Annette Hann 
Marlene Hollett 
Connie Hussy 
Gloria Inkpen 
Cathy Jacobs 
Paula Janes 
Angela Jen kins 
Sherry Jerrett 
Susan Lee 
Beverley Littlejohn 
Stephanie Lush 
Joyce Maulawin 
Dianne McGrath 
Peggy Mercer 
Carol Moores 
Mary Neil 
Janice Parsons 
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Missing: 
T. Bishop 
G. Blackmore 
B. Bowers 
V. Burry 
D. Goulding 
S. Greening 
S. Jones 
D. Kelly 
L. Martin 
L. Martin 
H. Miller 
A. Moore 
C. Moore 
M. O'Brian 
E. O'Keefe 
A. O'Quinn 
C. Rixon 
D. Smith 
A. Steele 
N. Tilley 
B. Wheeler 
W. Seydell l; 
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Goldwyn Peach 
Christine Penney 
Christine Piercey 
Geraldine Porter 
Venus Preston 
Belinda Rowsell 
Janice Simmonds 
Barbara Stone 
Patricia Taylor 
Roxanne Thompson 
Deborah Tuck 
Joan Vickers 
Jacqueline Wareham 
Kathy Watkins 
Deborah Wells 
• u 
Nancy Anstey 
Valerie Anthony 
Sheila Baker 
Denise Balsam 
Colleen Barrett 
Cynthia Batten 
Paula Benger 
Lisa Benson 
Elaine Blagdon 
Karen Brewer 
Gail Brinston 
Ruth Butler 
Catherine Chafe 
Judy Chafe 
Robert Cobb 
Sherry Coish 
Suzanne Coif ord 
Joan Collier 
Faith Cranford 
Karen Crowley 
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Loretta Dawe 
Sandra Dawe 
Jacqueline Dunn 
Anne Flynn 
Cynthia French 
Debbie Gifford 
Valerie Gill 
Valerie Goldring 
Dianne Hale 
Rhonda Halliday 
Karen Hamlyn 
Sharon Hickey 
Karen Hogan 
Cynthia Hollett 
Carolyn Jones 
Brenda Lane 
Judith Lester 
Janice Locke 
Anita MacDonald 
Judy Mayne 
, 
Annette Metcalfe 
Karen Moore 
Lillian N oseworthy 
Edwina O'Keefe 
Melanie Parrell 
Triffie Parrill 
Renee Parsons 
Jacqueline Payne 
Paulette Peddle 
Nellie Penney 
Sharyn Philpott 
Kimberley Price 
Melinda Quinlan 
Carol Quinton 
Diann Reid 
Beverly Rideout 
Alison Rogers 
Pamela Saunders 
Jennifer Simpson 
Linda Smith 
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Carolyn Squires 
Jill Stockley 
Brenda Sullivan 
Lisa Tait 
Deborah Thistle 
Lisa Thompson 
Brenda Thornhill 
Valerie Tibbo 
Missing: 
Joyce Adams 
Karen Bailey 
Bonnie Bishop 
Leona Brace 
Cynthia Clancey 
Joan Downey 
Phyllis Mercer 
Bonita Pardy 
Brenda Parsons 
Susan Smith 
Glendene Snook 
Karen Snow 
Linda Turner 
Kim Wagner 
Shirley Williams 
Janice Reid 
Kathy Roberts 
Virginia Steele 
Brenda Trimm 
Paula Upshall 
Lisa Watts 
Marina Wicks 
Norma Williams 
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TAKE YOUR PLACE 
Somewhere the world has a place for you 
That is all your own. 
Somewhere is work that your hand can do 
And yours alone. 
Whether afar over land and sea 
Or close at your door may the duty be, 
It calls for your service full and free -
Take your place! 
Somewhere the world has bitter tears 
Your smile might dry; 
Somewhere burdened with doubts and fears. 
The hopeless sigh. 
There are steps that falter, weary, weak, 
For strong, brave arms they vainly seek; 
Will you pass them by on the journey bleak? 
Take your place! 
Somewhere the world has a desert spot 
Your toil might till; 
Somewhere a life whose loveless lot 
Your love might fill. 
If the place that waits be high or low, 
Question not, cry not, onward go! 
The world's great battle needs every blow -
Take your place! 
Author Unknown 
• 
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"Working, who me? Ha, Ha. 
''Can I keep it? Please.'' 
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"Oh please, not at work." 
''Do you really expect a smile after a 12 
hour shift?'' 
INTERNE 
"KS KS, I need a stamper." 
''Just a little Rand R. '' 
-~ .... } 
' ' No, Im only doing eight hours!'' 
\ 
,..~~-:=.::::::=TI~~ 
» 
NURSE 
.. 
0 
"Im here to work, not to be bothered!" 
"Are you sure there's 
nobody following?'' 
"Treatment done, time to study." 
DAYS 
''What have I done now?'' 
• . ,<>. 
' 'And I could be home!'' 
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"An apple a day, keeps 
orders away." 
"Oh no, not again!" 
''CHEESE'' 
"Practise makes perfect." 
''Break is over, its back to 
work." 
''Those dreadful PO meds on 3rd medicine.'' 
''Yes, I take telephone orders.'' 
"Its not very tasty, but I 
missed lunch." 
" Are you talkin' to me?" 
"One more chart, and then I'm off." 
"You' re kidding! Not another 
admission'' 
"Camera -- Sure I'll smile." 
''Dressing over, good-bye sterile 
technique.'' 
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"Hi, Im getting off early!" 
''A little motherly touch.'' 
It's been a long day! 
"Sorry, all my beds are full." 
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"Yes, it's my stethoscope!" 
"Say cheese!" 
''What do I do next?'' 
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"Hey don't look so serious!" 
''There's that look again!'' 
' 
' 
''But I was sent yesterday!'' 
''Wishing she had one of her own.'' 
''That evil glance.'' 
''The paper work is never 
done!'' 
''Mom said that there would be 
days like this.'' 
., 
• 
"I just love bed baths." 
"Trying to hide that evil grin." "Trying to look busy." 
"Nursing and cleaning go hand in hand." 
"Sure, I want the job!" 
"That attentive look!" 
~:JLj 
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"It's nice not to be 
busy." 
''A look after a 12 hour 
night." 
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"Hey, I found it." 
''A little modesty . . '' 
"Sweet & innocent" 
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'' Opps, caught writing 
letters again!" 
I 
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"I just want one suppository." 
"In a world all her own!" 
"I just love my work." 
"Having a mug-Up." 
l 
"Yes dear, your alive." 
"Yes, filing is another part of nursing!" 
" Yes Deanne, we know its Friday." 
" But i'll miss my mom!" 
"Get my best side!" 
''Surprised!'' 
"No, I don't want to be in 
charge!'' 
''Opps, I lost my hat!'' 
"Yes, I'm upset!" 
''I always for get about body alignment!'' 
"Sure, I'll deliver a baby!" 
"Yes, I slept last night!" 
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Here we are the graduating class, 
We've met our final goal at last, 
Yes it is us the class of 83, 
Black bands, Pins, R. N. 's to be. 
Oh you see its been a full 3 years, 
Of wisdom, knowledge, laughter and tears, 
But we've come through it all the same, 
Each one of us something special gained. 
To our little sis' s class of 84, 
Keep soaring towards your goal, 
And it won't be long before, 
You too, will knock upon success's door, 
To the class of 85, 
Keep climbing towards your star, 
And you will soon realize, 
Your graduation isn't far. 
Karen Sooley 
Class of 83 . 
Sandra and Gerard Ronayne 
Married July 24, 1982. 
The graduating class of '83 wish Sandra 
and Gerard much happiness in their future together. 
Together you walk life's path, 
To what God has prepared for you ... 
Where love is, there, God is also. 
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Cathy and Robin Dawe 
Married July 24, 1982. 
The graduating class of '83 wish Cathy 
and Robin a very happy future together. 
Love fills the moment and 
The moment begins eternity, 
Love fills a life time and 
A life time begins the hour, 
When the two of you begin 
A new life together. 
Cheryl and Vince Hayden 
Married March 5, 1982. 
The graduating class of '83 wish Cheryl and 
Vince much happiness in their future together. 
Love, like nature, is forever 
Unfolding new delights. 
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NURSING EDUCATION 
Mrs. J. Dicker Mrs. B. Janes Mrs. E. Wareham 
Mrs. P. Kelly Mrs. V. Clouston Mrs. C. Ryan 
Miss G. Piercey Miss E. Ford 
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Mrs. A. Noftall Mrs. M. Dyke 
Mrs. E. Scammell Mrs. R. Crews Miss C. Humphries 
Mrs. G. Clarke Mrs. H. Ryan 
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NURSING EDUCATION 
Mrs. H. Stone 
Mrs. I. Yetman Mrs. S. Fitzgerald 
Mrs. L. Moskovits 
Mrs. F. Hickey 
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Mrs. N. Marsh 
Mrs. K. Smith 
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Mrs. R. Wheeler Mrs. C. Power 
Miss D. Boland Mrs. D. Pyne 
Mrs. J. Barnes Mrs. S. Oliver 
Miss R. Jennings 
Mrs. G. Fagner 
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Miss V. Greenslade 
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NURSING SERVICES 
Miss R. Lake 
Miss Budgell 
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Mrs. U. Cook 
Mrs. W. Leth bridge 
I 
Mrs. K. Benson 
Missing Photo's 
Mrs. B. Mercer 
Mrs. H. Peddle 
Mrs. A. Crowley 
Mrs. A. Leonard 
Mrs. M. Maloney 
Mrs. I. Tilley 
Mrs. G. Quigley 
Mrs. S. Benson 
Miss L. Handrigan Mrs. M. Reid 
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Mrs. Lewis Mrs. M. Lush Mrs. M. Evans 
Mrs. T. Pardy Mrs. Goss 
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Mrs. E. Buffett 
Mrs. D. Westaway 
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Mrs. D. Sullivan 
Miss S. Burridge 
Missing Photos: 
Mrs. S. MacKinnon 
Mrs. S. White 
Mrs. G. Mills 
Mrs. M. Wicks 
Mrs. J. Button 
Mrs. R. Barrington 
Miss F. North 
Miss C. Andrews 
Mrs. J. Gill 
Miss J. Brushett 
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Mrs. F. Downey 
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TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1983. 
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I would like to extend my sincere congratulations and best wishes to you on your graduation. As 
you go forward in your honorable profession, may you find fulfillment in your career knowing you 
are helping those in need of your skill. 
''But always remember, the hills ahead 
Are never as steep as they seem, 
And with faith in your heart start upward 
And climb til you reach your dream ... '' 
Alva Collins 
Residence Director 
A Lockyer Mrs. · 
M Dwyer Mrs. · 
-~ ~ . .., ... 
' . 
. ;. ' , 
Miss G. White 
s 
Mrs. B. Searle 
M Barron Mrs. · 
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1. Here I Go! 
2ND 
2. Ready and Waiting. 
4. Gettin out now. 
3. Innocence. 
5. By George, I think I've got it. 
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6. We just did a delivery. 
FLOOR 
7. Bless this Mess. 
9. All together now. 
FUN! 
8. w 
h 
0 
M 
e 
THREE'S 
Cute and Cuddly. 
You can take our picture. 
What do you think it is? 
Sterile Technique. 
COMPANY. 
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Oh, me nerves. 
The Bee J's. 
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No! I'm my sister. 
The Pots and Pals. 
Darn, I can't get it. 
A women's work is never done. 
Here's to you Santa. 
So, what if I did? 
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Miss 4th Floor. 
Surprise! 
Dirty job, but someones got to do it. 
EMO RIES 
Grin and bear it. 
Friends Forever. 
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It takes time. 
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I don't feel as bad as I look. 
The Brady Bunch. 
This could be it! 
FIFTH 
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Exam! What exam! 
Ladies night. 
I'm sure it was here. 
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A.D.L. 
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If mom could see 
us now. 
I'll try anything once. 
0 
Cheapest way to ride 
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Lonely? 
Caught you! 
Mutt and Geoff 
Think we' 11 pass? 
It isn't as bad as it 
looks. 
Proud mother. 
di ., 
Cheese ... 
If they could see us now. 
All wrapped up and no 
place to go. 
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CANDIDS 
OK, OK, I surrender! 
It's all I can find. It's called regression. 
It can't be all this bad Dirty Laundry. Close-up smile. 
BEFORE AND AFTER 
Genius at work. 
Rose between two thorns. The Funny Farm 
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EDITORIAL 
It is with great pride that we present the Bib and Apron 1983. Even though at times it seemed almost im-
possible to complete. Here it is! Yes here it is some of our many memories of the past three years, some of which 
brought tears to our eyes, others that made us laugh. Most important we as a class grew and learned together. 
We hope this yearbook will help you capture those memories as you remember them. 
I would like to thank those who made this yearbook possible, Mrs. E. Adey, faculty advisor, Mr. H. Heath, 
representative for National School Services of Newfoundland. And last but not least the Yearbook Staff and 
those of 1983 who made this yearbook possible. 
Many thanks, and best wishes in the future. 
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Left to Right, Back Row: 
Debby Hudson, Advertising 
Kim Moores, Advertising 
Gail Bartlett, Layout Committee 
Pam Broomf eild, Advertising 
Missing; 
Angela Saunders, Treasurer 
Valerie Mayne, Photographer 
Cheryl Johnson, Advance Sales 
Left to Right, Front Row 
Karen Sooley, Layout Committee 
Darlene Hodder, Editor 
Deanne Tucker, Fund Raising. 
Left to Right; Middle Row: 
Wanda Wadman, Typist 
Beverly Keeping, Photographer 
Helen Farrell, Advance Sales 
Sharon Hodder, Photographer 
Darlene Hodder, 
Editor. 
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1) Cathy Dawe 
2) Bev Hapgood 
3) Clara Wall 
4) Kim Moores 
5) Pam Broomfield 
6) Lori Tucker 
7) Jill White 
8) Maureen Taylor 
LOOK AT THOSE 
BABY PICTURES .. 
2 5 
3 
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9) Anne Marie Tobin 
10) Linda Mutrey 4 
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AREN'T THEY 
CUTE AND SWEET 
8 10 
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13 
14 
11 
12 15 
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17 
11) Ellie Ball 
21 12) Cathy King 
13) Carol Perchard 
14) Wanda Small 
15) Valerie Mayne 
16) Frances Syster 
17) Lois Periera 
18) Beverly Keeping 
19) Sharon Sheppard 
20) Helen Farrell 
21) Karen Sooley 
22) Paula Hann 
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23) 
24) 
25) 
26) 
27) 
Brenda Temple 
Cathy Canning 
Cathy Flemming 
Sandra Melendy 
Donna Thornhill 
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26 27 
28 30 
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28) 
29) 
30) 
31) 
32) 
33) 
Diane Downton 
Cora Newhook 
Sharon Hodder 
Shekly Ash 
Donna Wells 
Juanita Traverse 
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36 
37 39 
34 
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34) 
35) 
36) 
37) 
38) 
39) 
40) 
41) 
42) 
43) 
44) 
45) 
Marie Knight 
Sandra Ronayne 
Wanda Wadman 
Agnes Smith 
Bev Manuel 
Bev Roberts 
Agnes Downey 
Debbie Lanning 
Shawnie & Daisy Hoddinott 
Angela Saunders 
Leta Porter 
Peggy Blackwood 
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46) Carolyn Jones 
4 7) Deanne Tucker 
48) Cheryl Johnson 
49) Diane Reid 
50) Dorreen Barrett 
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51) 
52) 
53) 
54) 
Maurreen Hickey 
Darlene Hodder 
Anne Marie Hickey 
Sharon Bailey 
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REMEMBER. 
K. Abbott didn't have to go to the bathroom first. 
S. Ash sent a lady to the O.R. with her nightie and underwear on. 
M. Attwood gave the patient the med card and a glass of water instead of the medication. 
S. Bailey thought assist bath was a sitz bath. 
E. Ball asked a man if he wanted a urinal who had a catheter in. 
D. Barrett was caught in the shower during a fire drill. 
G. Bartlett gave her first injection and cut herself four times with the ampule. 
P. Blackwoo brought a male patient to the caseroom. 
D. Brewer wasn't in the smoker. 
P. Broomfield asked Dr. Hannaford to get her order co-signed. 
K. Canning was asked to play tackle football with a certain patient. 
C. Dawe asked Miss Humphries if Colace was an antibiotic. 
A. Downey asked a vagectomy patient is he was planning to have more children. 
D. Downton took a patient to the O.R. and ended up in the basement. 
H. Farell took a shower and forgot the "purple towels". 
K. Feaver wasn't cautious. 
C. Fewer skated backwards down the caseroom halls and bumped into Mrs. Wheeler. 
C. Flemming gave her first enema. 
P. Hann drenched her instructor while hanging her first I. V. med. 
A. Hapgood took time out to tie her shoes during a fire drill. 
C. Hayden moved out of Room 211 and it blew up a few days later. 
A. Hickey asked a man with one hand if he ''needed a hand''. 
M. Hickey worked an eight hour day when she was scheduled a day off. 
D. Hiscock didn't have a kind word. 
D. Hodder wrote first year Oxygen exam and failed to write her name on it. 
S. Hodder suctioned into the wall in ICU, rather than into the container on the wall 
D. Hoddinott gave her patient a douche and ended up douching the tray instead. 
S. Hoddinott asked a breastfeeding mom if she wanted a breast binder. 
WHEN 
D. Hudson didn't have diarrhea. 
C. Johnson didn't have X # of calls in 24 hrs. 
C. Jones wheeled a patient down over the ramp in X-Ray and forgot to back down. 
B. Keeping asked the ICU supervisor if she worked there. 
C. King gave her first enema. 
M. Knight transfered a call to a room that didn't have a phone . 
. D. Lanning woke up one winter night and thought she was in a sauna. 
B. Manuel got nugded by an 81 yr old with a cane. 
V. Mayne went outside during a firedrill with no shoes on, during the winter. 
C. Maquire wasn't around to lend a hand. 
S. Melendy tried to give a toothbrush to a man with no teeth. 
K. Moores impersonated Elvis and sang ''Blue Christmas'' for Cora. 
L. Mutrey wanted Brenda to go to Signal Hill to watch the Submarine Races. 
C. Newhook wasn't watching T.V. 
C. Perchard sent a patient to the O.R. with a nightdress on. 
L. Periera wasn't trying to get home on her days off. 
C. Pickett called in sick on her day off. 
E. Pike water broke. 
L. Porter wasn't sleeping with her smurf and a certain picture. 
D. Reid blushed while giving a bed bath on a charming young man. 
B. Roberts passed Annette a urinal rather than a jug while shampooing a patient's hair. 
S. Ronayne became a Ronayne. 
R. Ryder didn't have time to listen. 
A. Saunders received a male visitor on 2nd floor. 
S. Sheppard hung her first unit of blood and ended up with a red uniform. 
W. Small was going to do peri care on a male patient. 
A. Smith gave a confused man with a catheter a urinal. 
K. Sooley stopped the elevator on 3rd, during a 999, on her way to 5th. 
F. Syster couldn't find the episiotomy on a lady who had a C-Section. 
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M. Taylor asked a breastfeeding mom if the father had fed the baby yet. 
B. Temple was going to the Submarine Races with Linda. 
D. Thornhill studied without falling asleep. 
P. Tibbo helped in the caseroom and after the delivery she was just as tired as the mom. 
A. Tobin ended up flooding the bed and floor while giving a bedbath. 
J. Traverse wasn't biting her fingernails and saying "I can't". 
D. Tucker was scheduled to do a night and didn't show up because she was out shopping. 
L. Tucker wore a pillow case for a slip. 
W. Wadman ran to catch the elevator during a firedrill. 
C. Wall didn't fall asleep during class. 
D. Wells boiled water and it caught on fire. 
J. White tested apple juice for a diabetic urine. 
CAN YOU IMAGINE 
K. Abbott without her bottle of coke. 
S. Ash not getting a letter everyday. 
M. Attwood without Catherine and Donna. 
S. Bailey not hungry. 
E. Ball working a good shift. 
D. Barrett hearing the telephone ring. 
G. Bartlett getting up with the first call. 
P. Blackwood without the munchies. 
D. Brewer without jewelry. 
P. Broomfield being on time for class. 
K. Canning with one boyfriend. 
C. Dawe without Carol and Deanne. 
A. Downey with one nightie. 
D. Downton unable to buy clothes. 
H. Farrell being a nun. 
K. Feaver without contacts. 
C. Fewer with a proper pair of duty shoes. 
C. Flemming be in residence more than 48 hrs. 
P. Hann refusing a cookie. 
A. Hapgood not visiting room 516. 
C. Hayden finishing nursing. 
A. Hickey without a chocolate bar. 
M. Hickey not cramming for an exam. 
D. Hiscock failing an exam. 
D. Hodder without Wanda. 
S. Hodder downtown without Clara. 
D. Hoddinott going to sleep early. 
S. Hoddinott being ready on time. 
D. Hudson not excited. 
C. Johnson without a man on the string. 
B. Keeping being late. 
C. King gaining weight. 
M. Knight room spotless. 
D. Lanning as a psychiatric nurse. 
B. Manuel not saying "Now Class". 
V. Mayne Fat. 
C. Maquire without Muriel and Donna. 
S. Melendy coming in on time. 
K. Moores ever settling down. 
L. Mutrey not going home on her days off. 
C. Newhook with long hair. 
C. Perchard with a headache. 
L. Periera not worrying about exams. 
C. Pickett getting up before noon. 
E. Pike hair not curled. 
L. Porter with short curly hair. 
D. Reid not talking. 
B. Roberts staying up past 2030 hrs. 
S. Ronayne getting upset. 
R. Ryder not studying . 
• 
A. Saunders without a toothbrush. 
S. Sheppard getting anywhere on time. 
W. Small not worrying. 
A. Smith listening the weather report. 
K. Sooley not going home. 
F. Syster ever receiving a "ring". 
M. Taylor keeping still. 
B. Temple without her ring. 
D. Thornhill not falling asleep. 
. n····· .. 'H 
P. Tibbo not blushing. 
A. Tobin living out of town 
J. Traverse not studying. 
D. Tucker with blonde hair. 
L. Tucker without a smile. 
W. Wadman in a panic. 
C. Wall downtown without Sharon. 
D. Wells Not saying she is going to quit. 
J. White not eating H.S . 
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Mr. Chairman, Honoured Guests, Parents, Colleagues and Friends: 
It gives me great pleasure, on behalf of the Graduating Class of 1983 to welcome each one of you here 
tonight. 
We are here to celebrate some very precious moments. These few moments bring together the past, the 
present and the future. 
The Past represents the three years we have put behind us. In those three years much has happened. We 
have gained a wealth of knowledge, many new skills and have survived the endless hours of hard work and 
study. 
I would like now to just briefly bring out a few highlights of those three years. 
We began as a class on September 16, 1980. How well we remember that day! 
We were all strangers to each other, meeting in our auditorium to register, buy books and meet the 
·Faculty. 
The first night was also something we will remember. We as strangers were to have one thing in common: 
''Initiation''. It was here that we received our official welcome from our Big Sisters, and what a welcome it 
was. It was a night of fun and laughter, a beginning of new friendships and for some of us 
"disbelievement" at what those Second Year so called student nurses were capable of doing. 
This initiation night was just beginning of a week long affair. During this week we were under command 
from our Big Sisters. We had to be their slaves and do what we were told or else. The or else being 
"Kangaroo Court". 
After this week of getting acquainted we settled down to serious business lectures, studying and 
examinations. 
In November we had a big day to look forward to. We were to start our clinical rotations. This is what 
nursing is all about - taking care of the sick. Yet, how nervous we were, meeting our patients for the first 
time, and then doing a complete bed bath on them. For bathing a real patient was quite different from what 
we did in our practice sessions where we paired up and practiced on each other. 
From bed baths we went on to temperatures, pulse, respirations and blood pressures. The blood pressures 
seemed to give some of us a little trouble at first, we couldn't seem to recognize and distinguish the dif-
ference or change in the beat. But like everything else, practice makes perfect. These were the tangible skills. 
There were also realization that each person is a unique human being with many individual problems and 
individual needs. 
We can now look back at our 1st Year and laugh at ourselves for being so worried and uptight. This year 
was filled with many new and exciting things which we would need to know in order to go on and complete 
our second year. 
Entering our 2nd Year was also a big event for now we were Big Sisters. But more so, our knowledge and 
responsibilities became greater. 
During this year we spent a lot of time at other hospitals in the city. The Health Sciences for Orthopedics 
and Neurology; St. Clare's and the Waterford Hospital for Psychiatry; and the Janeway for Pediatrics. 
These hospitals hold many memories for us and we appreciate them for helping us broaden our knowledge 
and skills. 
At our own hospital we moved into new areas such as the Case Room, where every birth was exciting and 
amazing. We learned how to plan and implement nursing care for the person who has just suffered a heart 
attack; or has just learned that he has diabetes; or any one of the many other health problems that afflict 
our society. We learned the art of being skillful observers - listeners and health educators. Then there was 
the Operating Room. It was fascinating to watch the skilled surgeons and nurses at work. Although 
fascinating it was sometimes ''weakening.'' 
In this year, also was an item which made us a little uneasy. This was the administation of drugs. There's 
a big difference in putting a needle into a patient's muscle and putting it into an orange. However, we all 
managed. 
In order to be allowed to give oral medications on our own, we were assigned to work on a medical unit, 
under the supervision of our instructors. Preparing and administering the medication was not as anxiety 
provoking as having our instructors ask us about each individual medication. This was serious business and 
we had to know our drugs. There's no room for error. We had to always remember the "Five Rights": (a) 
the right drug, (b) the right dose, ( c) the right route, ( d) the right time and, ( e) the right patient. 
All in all our 2nd Year was very enjoyable and helped us to mature and become more aware of the in-
dividual needs of others. 
The 3rd Year was soon upon us. This year was different altogether. We were no longer called student 
nurses. We were known as "Nurse Interns". This title, although sounding very nice carried with it greater 
responsibility. The little blue band we so proudly wore indicated that we had done our foundation years and 
were ready to put into practice. 
This was the final stage of the three year nursing program. This year was to prepare us for the future. 
That of a Registered Nurse. 
The changes were somewhat drastic or so it seemed. Our patient assignment increased. There wasn't an 
instructor constantly by our side to give us direction. We had to make our decisions as a member of the 
nursing team. 
We no longer gave reports to someone in charge, we were in charge. We had a unit to run, medications to 
give, see that our patients were cared for and also assist the doctors if necessary. 
In running a unit at times it seemed we wouldn't get anything done. We wondered if we could cope with it 
all. However, our coping mechanisms worked well as here we are, our third year past. 
Tonight is the present ... We stand here before you as Graduate Nurses, ready to give our services. It is 
a time of excitement, a time of celebration and also a time to give thanks. We may never meet again and 
many " Thank-you's" are in order. We couldn't have made it this far without a lot of help. 
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Our thanks go out to the fallowing: 
To the Hospital and School Administration: Without your approval and acceptance first, we wouldn't be 
here. 
To our instructors and other Faculty Members: Your patience and continued guidance in the classroom 
and the clinical areas has been very instrumental in enabling us to reach our goal. The knowledge and 
standards we have learned from you will remain with us forever. 
To our Parents: Words cannot express all that we feel for without your love, understanding and support, 
tonight would never be. Thank-you for the care packages, phone calls, extra money and for just being there. 
We know that this is a great moment for you too. Our achievement is shared with you and we know you are 
proud of us. 
To the Medical and Nursing Staff; We appreciate you for accepting us and letting us work by your side. 
Our misunderstandings may have caused some disruption and confusion at times, but you were there to set 
us straight. We learned a great deal from you. 
To the rest of the Hospital Staff: As a nurse we couldn't work with just the nursing profession. We had 
to have supplies, clean linen, clean beds and lockers, drugs, meals, and much more. We all had to work 
together in order to give good patient care. Without your help our job couldn't get done. We "Thank-you". 
To our Patients: Without you there wouldn't be a need for nurses. We hope our knowledge and skills 
bring you comfort. 
I would like to say here a word of thanks also to a small group of people. Our class has some students 
who are ''older'' or so called ''Mature''. Of the seven older students, six of us are married and have 
children. Also two of our younger students got married this past year. 
To the husbands and children: We greatly appreciate your understanding, support, endurance, and 
tolerance of the past three years. At times the goings were rough but we know you're just as excited tonight 
as we are. Nursing involvement with families is tremendous and we, as a family have accomplished a great 
task. 
As new graduates we are looking to the future, its challenges, experiences, joys and sorrows. The future. 
What does it hold for us? We are, at this time facing a slumped economy, cut backs and very little chance 
of obtaining a job. Many of us have to leave our province and look for positions elsewhere. 
But no matter where we are, either working in a large modern hospital here at home, or on a mission field 
in Africa or India, we must remember that nursing is an old profession, one to be proud of and not to be 
taken lightly. Along with our diploma we must accept "responsibility" and "accountability". 
"Responsibility" being that we are obligated to perform certain acts. Tending to the hygenic needs of a 
helpless patient is a nursing responsibility. "Accountability" being ready to answer for our conduct in the 
nursing practice. We must always do our best. 
We are given the opportunity to use our knowledge and skills to help our fell ow man. I hope we use them 
wisely for life is sacred and our profession strives to maintain life and to give comfort to the suffering. 
We now must move on for we have reached our goal. Others are awaiting to take our place. To the 
Classes of 1984 and 1985 we wish you every success in the coming years. You have come this far and your 
goal will be reached shortly. Keep up the good work and be your best. 
In closing I would like to direct a few words to my classmates. Although the past few months have not 
always been rosey, we have many rewarding experiences which will take with us. At times we questioned our 
capabilities and often wondered if we were ever to succeed. But here we are our goal obtained. 
We still have a few months left but will never meet like this again. Tonight is also a farewell, we all will 
go our different ways to many different areas of our profession and even though we may be miles apart we 
will always be linked by memories of these past three years. 
I have counted it a privilege to have been a part of your class, so to each of you - ''Good Luck and_ God 
Bless'' . 
Thank-you, 
Mrs. Beverly Manual. 
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1983 GRADUATION AWARDS 
FRONT ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: 
Beverly Manuel, Valedictorian; 
Ruby Ryder, Saggh School Nursing Alumni Award Excellence in Nursing; 
Jeannine Short, Saggh Nursing Admin. Award Excellence in Nursing; 
Deborah Hudson, Col. H.J. Janis Award Proficiency in Nursing of Children; 
Paula Hann, Dr. & Mrs. W.R. Roberts for Proficiency in Med. Nursing 
MIDDLE ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: 
Carol Ann Pickett, John Murphy Award for Highest Academic Stdg. 
Valerie Mayne: Dr. J.B. O'Reilly Memorial Award for Excellence in Nursing; 
Karen Sooley, G.H. Bolt Award; 
Donna Thornhill, Frank Tooton Memorial Award for Excellence in Nursing; 
Deanne Tucker, A.R.N.N. Award for Excellence in Nursing, Dr. Pollicof Memorial Award for Highest 
Academic Standing in 2nd Yr. 
BACK ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: 
Elizabeth Pike, Dr. Blacker Memorial Award for Excellence in Nursing; 
Daisy Hoddinott, Saggh Faculty Award for Excellence in Nursing; 
Shawnie Hoddinott, H.L. Recognition Service Award for Excellence in Nursing; 
Gail Bartlett, Charles St. Clair Strong Memorial Award for Proficiency in Psychiatric Nursing; 
Muriel Attwood, Ruby Crane Memorial Award; 
Clara Wall, Dr. C.A. Pippy Memorial Award for Leadership Ability; 
Sharon Hodder, Dr. C.D. Kean Memorial Award for Proficiency in Obsterical Nursing; 
Lori Tucker - Saggh Auxiliary Award for Graduates who gave voluntary service to the hospital 
Carol Perchard - as candy-stripers prior to entering nursing. 
G DUATION 1983 
~ 
I. 
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I, K. Abbott, 
I, S. Ash, 
I, M. Attwood, 
I, S. Bailey, 
I, E. Ball, 
I, D. Barrett, 
I, G. Bartlett, 
I, P. Blackwood, 
I, D. Brewer, 
I, P. Broomfield, 
I, K. Canning 
I, C. Dawe, . 
I, A. Downey, 
I, D. Downton, 
I, H. Farrell, 
I, K. Feaver 
I, C. Fewer, 
I, C. Flemming, 
I, P. Hann, 
I, A. Hapgood, 
I, C. Hayden, 
I, A. Hickey, 
I, D. Hiscock, 
I, D. Hodder, 
I, S. Hodder, 
I, D. Hoddinott, 
I, S. Hoddinott, 
I, D. Hudson, 
I, C. Johnson, 
I, C. Jones, 
I, B. Keeping, 
I, C. King, 
I, M. Knight, 
I, D. Lanning, 
I, B. Manual, 
LAST WILL AND TEST AMENT 
leave my nightshifts and plead someone deliver me into days. 
leave my desk and stationary to those who write letters to a special someone. 
leave my comfortable duty shoes to some other student. 
leave my teddy bear to keep you company on cold nights. 
leave all the hardwork to next years bookworm. 
leave my carefree nature to those prone to stress ulcers. 
leave my ability to sleep when chaos surrounds me. 
leave my dry jokes to those who find it hard to laugh. 
leave 
leave my rock to Frankie. 
leave my stuffed toys and carepackages to those away from home. 
leave the single to those who like a different guy each night. 
leave my ability to sleep to next years light sleepers. 
leave all my lay away slips to those who can't buy on the spot. 
leave my home-knit sweaters to those who live in room 218. 
leave my ability to eat to those with perfect figures. 
leave my duty shoes and Johnson's baby powder. 
leave all my stuffed toys to all those who spend time alone. 
leave my ability to find cookies to next years sweet tooth. 
leave my books to those who like to study. 
leave room 211 for anyone who likes a bang now and then. 
leave my home cooked meals to those who eat at the caf e. 
leave 
leave my braces and retainer to those who want to improve their smile. 
leave behind my flannel nighties and sheets for anyone who finds it cold. 
leave behind my ability to rush at the last minute for next years conservative student. 
leave my love of studying to next years bookworm. 
leave my bad nerves to anyone who wants them. 
leave my men to those who are lonely. 
leave my care packages to the hungry. 
leave the noise for next years night nurse's. 
leave my knitting stratagies to next years class's knitters. 
leave some helpful hints to next years untidy person. 
leave my quick temper to the shy and quiet. 
leave my housework to my husband. 
" 
I, V. Mayne, 
I, C. Maquire, 
I, S. Melendy, 
I, K. Moores, 
I, L. Mutrey, 
I, C. Newhook, 
I, C. Perchard, 
I, L. Periera, 
I, C. Pickett, 
I, E. Pike, 
I, L. Porter, 
I, D. Reid, 
I, B. Roberts, 
I, S. Ronayne, 
I, R. Ryder, 
I, A. Saunders, 
I, S. Sheppard, 
I, J. Short, 
I, W. Small, 
I, A. Smith, 
I, K. Sooley, 
I, F. Syster, 
I, M. Taylor, 
I, B. Temple, 
I, D. Thornhill, 
I, P. Tibbo, 
I, A. Tobin, 
I, J. Tran verse, 
I, L. Tucker, 
I, D. Tucker, 
I, W. Wadman, 
I, C. Wall, 
I, D. Wells, 
I, J . White, 
leave my cooking to those who wish to lose weight fast. 
leave my best wishes to those looking forward to their grad. 
leave my ability to come in late to those who are always on tin1e. 
leave my parties to Clara and Sharon. 
leave my headaches to those who are deprived of them. 
leave 
leave my headaches to those without worries. 
leave my room next to the bathroom to those who like the sound of rushing water. 
leave my room (425) near the phone to those who love to sleep. 
leave all my craming for exams to the 1st and 2nd years. 
leave my dust balls to those who are crazy enough to catch up with them. 
leave my stuffed toys to anyone who is lonely at nights. 
leave my ability to sleep to those who suffer from insommia. 
leave my old duty shoes to those who can afford new ones. 
leave 
leave my stuffed toys, nic-nacks, to next years bare rooms. 
leave my duty shoes to someone with small feet and no nose. 
leave 
leave good luck and best wishes to those awaiting their grad day. 
leave grinning! 
leave my ability to cook to those who eat at the caf e. 
leave all my books and notes for next years bonfire. 
leave my everlasting energy to those who have to take gerritol. 
leave my alarm clock to all the early birds. 
leave my car to those who have to take the bus home on the weekends. 
leave the blotches on my neck to my little sis. 
leave my ability to live at home to those who have to stay at residence. 
leave her ability to remain thin to those prone to gain weight. 
leave 
leave my wheels to those who have to take the bus. 
leave my Daff ey Duck to those who sleep alone. 
leave my bus ticket to those who have to travel 14 hrs to get home. 
leave my low calorie foods to those who always vow to lose weight. 
leave an extra pen to those who are always without one. 
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Training tears are over now, 
We've reached our dream at last. 
Us seventy new R.N.'s, 
of the graduating class. 
We sit and think sometimes, 
Of the three years gone by. 
Memories fill our hearts, 
and we have to laugh and cry. 
Karen Abbott quite a girl, 
Even though she's from town. 
We'd sure miss her, 
If she wasn't around. 
Shelley Ash as we all know, 
Comes from Harbour Grace. 
She always has a twinkle in her eye, 
And a smile upon her face. 
Muriel Attwood she's from town. 
And she'd sure work on Psychiatry, 
If a job can be found. 
Sharon Bailey well she's the one, 
Who hails from Harbour Grace. 
When it comes to loud sneezes, 
She's sure to win the race. 
Next in line is, Ellie Ball, 
And she's from Little Burnt Bay. 
Just mention a party, 
And Ellie's on her way. 
Doreen Barrett is from Bishops Cove, 
When supper's due she's at the stove. 
Chicken and Chips are her delight, 
But it's home-cooked meals on Friday night. 
From Marysvale Gail Bartlett comes, 
And her dedication is number one. 
So through rain, wind, sleet or hail, 
To a certain male's side she will not fail. 
Peggy Blackwood is as busy, 
As a bee. 
And a quieter person, 
I'M sure you'll never see. 
Darlene Brewer as you remember, 
Is quite a little owl. 
Cause when it is dark outside, 
Darlene is on the prowl. 
Do you remember Pam Broomfield? 
Well she lives here in town. 
And we all know shes good for a laugh, 
Or even just fooling around. 
Now Kathy Canning she's our girl, 
So very quiet in class. 
But when its time to go out at night, 
The quietness seems to pass. 
Cathy came to us a Thornhill 
But then July came and we saw, 
Before two years had ended, 
She became a Dawe. 
Another one of our classmates, 
Agnes Downey is her name. 
And from Codroy Valley, 
A nicer friend has never came. 
Dianne Downton, 
As you will agree. 
Loves a good party, 
And a great shopping spree. 
Helen Farrell is the girl, 
From Little Bay, Marystown. 
If you don't hear her, you can be sure, 
That she Is not around. 
Not to forget Kristine Feaver, 
We'll she comes from the Goulds. 
She's kind and carefree but you can be sure, 
She'll obey most of the rules. 
There's our friend Claire Fewer, 
Who now resides in town. 
When there is a joke to be told, 
Claire is usually found. 
Cathy Flemming - she is with us, 
I suppose its O.K. to say. 
She is always here in body, 
But her mind is far away. 
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Paula Hann we'll she's from Gander, 
As we can plainly see. 
And if there's a party "Up North", 
That's where Paula will be. 
Beverly Hapgood is from Arnold's Cove, 
And her name is such a fuss, 
Some many call her Beverly, 
But she's Annette to all of us. 
Cheryl (Jacobs) Hayden, 
Is sweet as one can be. 
She is quiet and gentle, 
And friendly as you can see. 
Now there comes Ann-Marie Hickey, 
And she's the star of Torbay. 
When you need a friend to lean on, 
Ann-Marie is on her way. 
From Terranceville comes Maureen Hickey, 
She's quite a little dear, 
If not in residence, you can bet, 
Her and Donna haven't a care. 
Donna Hiscock comes from Manual's 
It's just outside of town. 
And every day on the highway, 
To the Grace Hospital Donna's bound. 
Next we have our editor, 
Darlene Hodder is her name. 
she always has tons of work to do, 
And its f ram Marystown she came. 
From New Bonaventure Sharon Hodder hails. 
And on the high seas her fiance sails. 
But when Dave's in homeport you can be sure, 
To see Sharon leave through the residence door. 
Daisy Hoddinott hails from Brig Bay. 
She's usually very pleasant and has a grin, 
But quick to show her temper if you, 
Mistaken her for her twin. 
Next in line is Shawnie Hoddinott, you see 
She's usually nice and very friendly, 
But I must admit, she gets a little crazy, 
If you just happen to call her Daisy. 
Debby Hudson is a townie, 
But we don't really care. 
For if we need help at work, 
Debby is always there. 
Cheryl Johnson comes to us, 
All the way f ram Goose Bay, 
And we will guarantee you, 
She will have her say. 
Carolyn Jones came from Bonavista Bay, 
She's small and mild mannered, 
And doesn't have much to say. 
Beverly Keeping as you can guess, 
Is quite a little nurse. 
Cause when it comes to patient care, 
Bev is always first. 
Cathy King is quite a girl, 
A foolish one at that. 
For her tricks are much more devilish, 
Than devils in a hat. 
Next we have Marie Knight, 
Her favorite floor is ground, 
There she'll be waiting, 
For a ride downtown. 
Then there is Debbie Lanning, 
It's from Gander that she came, 
And she will practise nursing, 
On a roaring Jet - Plane. 
Catherine Maguire as you will recall, 
Asks all the questions in class, 
To keep instructors on the ball. 
Next we have Bev Manual, 
And I'm sure you will agree, 
That in 2nd year she was, 
very helpful to both you and me. 
Valerie Mayne hails from Hopeall, 
Her heart is big, 
Even though she is small 
Sandra Melendy is quite a girl, 
But when she teams up with Donna, 
Look Out World! 
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Kim Moores as I must say, 
Is quite a little partier. 
And if a good joke is told, 
She' 11 laugh all the heartier. 
Linda Mutrey' s from Carbon ear. 
When you need a helping hand, 
Linda's always there. 
Cora newhook or ''Coke'', 
As she is known. 
If not in residence, 
She's on her way home. 
Carol Perchard doesn't, 
Have much to say. 
She enjoys life, 
In her own quiet way. 
Lois Periera comes from Fortune, 
Only a little town, 
But whenever Lois gets a chance, 
She'll be Fortune bound. 
Carol-Ann Pickett appears to be, 
very quiet and shy. 
But when she's out on the town, 
She waves her shyness, good-bye. 
Elizabeth Pike resides in Mount Pearl. 
And Elizabeth knows she's, 
Her Daddy's little girl. 
Leta Porter sprouts from Port-de-Grave. 
She likes to go out, 
But she knows how to behave. 
Diane Reid hails from Grand Falls. 
She won't be long running, 
When a certain male calls. 
N-ow Bev Roberts springs from, 
Tilton, Conception Bay. 
And there's no doubt she's 
A good friend in everyway. 
Sandra was a Tobin. 
But in July the Wedding bells rang. 
And then Sandra went from Tobin, 
To become Mrs. Ronayne. 
Ruby Ryder she's the one, 
Who will not leave, 
Until all her work is done. 
Angela Saunders now she's God's Angel. 
He made her to be a light, 
But she has a faulty connection, 
She goes out all night. 
Sharon Sheppard she's from town. 
While working she'll be talking to Bill, 
If there's a phone around. 
Jeannine Short a quiet girl. 
Not from town but from Mount Pearl, 
But quiet means nothing as you can see, 
Cause she works as hard as you and me. 
Wanda Small is from Wild Cove, 
Just a little town. 
And for all the studying Wanda has done, 
She deserves a crown. 
Well, Aggie Smith she's from Belle Island. 
Although we joke, and say she's from over-seas, 
You can count on Aggie, 
Her patients please. 
Karen Sooley the girl from Hearts Delight. 
Even though she's very short, 
She's quite a little light. 
Next in line there's Francis Syster. 
So quiet and reserved, 
Now that's the biggest lie, 
I have ever heard. 
Now Maureen Taylor she's the one, 
Never too serious. 
And enjoys a bit of fun. 
Now Brenda Temple is always 
On the roam. 
If she's not on her way in town, 
You can bet she's on her way home. 
Now with Donna Thornhill, 
You'll have no fear, 
Cause if a party is going on, 
Donna will be there. 
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Pam Tibbo, what a girl. 
Another shining light. 
Very helpful in the daytime, 
But always out at night. 
Ann-Marie Tobin appears to be, 
Very quiet and shy. 
But appearances can deceive, 
Even you and I. 
Juanita Traverse is from Fleur-de-Lys. 
And she is quite a little worrier, 
As I'm sure you will agree. 
Deanne Tucker's from St John's you see. 
And where there's work to be done, 
That's where Deanne will be. 
Lori Tucker is the ''Belle'' of town. 
Always a giggle, 
Never a frown. 
Wanda Wadman's from Arnold's Cove, far. 
When not in residence, 
She'll be driving her little car. 
Clara Wall comes from Codroy Valley. 
And I'm sure we'll all agree, 
That a better ''Class President'', 
There could never be. 
Donna Wells is quite a girl, 
When her Sandra get together, 
There's bound to be a good time, 
No matter what the weather. 
Jill White comes to us from Belle Isle, 
She's gentle and kind, 
And has a sweet smile. 
Karen Sooley 
Class of 83. 
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A. Genge & Son, Glovertown 
Aylwards Home Centre, Marystown 
Alka Stabile, California 
April & Andrea Lunnen 
B & B Lounge & Takeout & 
Housekeeping Uts, 
- Fleur-de-Lys 
Blackwoods Ltd. Glovertown 
B&W Meat Market, Winsor 
Canadian Tire, Hr. Grace 
Captain Quick #2, St. John's 
District Drugs Ltd. Torbay 
Dominion, Village Mall 
Feaver & Son Printing 
Fran Macintyre, Grand Falls 
Gander Coup, Gander 
Gander Muffler Shop, Gander 
Herbs Electrical Ltd. 
H.F. Walters, Gander 
(pepsi-cola dis tr.) 
Jacob's Meats 
Jeanette's Drygoods Ltd 
Jessie White, Belle Isle 
John White, Belle Isle 
Keefe's Poultry Farm 
Laurie White, Belle Isle 
Melendy' s Irving, G. Bank 
Piro Enterprises, Mt. Pearl 
Richard & Connie Fogarty 
Riff's Ltd. Grand Falls 
Riff's Ltd. Springdale 
Simmon' s Auto, Gander 
Tuckers Superette 
Vincents Grocery, Glenwood 
The Taylor Family, Kilbride 
The Small Family, Wildcove 
The Smith Family, Belle Isle 
Walsh's Grocery Store, 
Fleur-de-Lys 
Welsh' s Grocery Store, 
Islington, T.B. 
Sullivan, Lewis & White 
Chartered Accounting, 
Harbour Grace 
Earl, Darlene & Shalene Wall 
Kevin & Michelle Wadman 
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Evelyn Roberts 
Dorothy Rodgers 
Elizabeth Douglas 
Emeline Pickett 
George Brown, Sr. 
Catherine Pardy 
Laura Farrell 
M-rs. Jam es Farrell Sr. 
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*Our very special thanks to the 
Honour Patrons who have made 
this yearbook possible.* 
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March's Convenience Store Greens Harbour T.B. 
Mutrey Construction Ltd. Carbonear 
Nu Way Kitchens & Store Fixtures Ltd. St. Johns 
Pardy' s Grocery & Variety Store Hearts Delight 
Saunders & Howell Ltd. Harbour Grace 
Stop & Save Ltd. Spaniards Bay 
Major & Mrs. C Pike 
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Saunders 
Mr. & Mrs. Marie Chipp 
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Wall 
Mr. & Mrs. Cal Luedee 
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas Luedee 
Mrs. & Mrs. Joseph Hodder 
Mr. & Mrs. Brandon Miller 
Mr. & Mrs. Aubrey Keeping 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Bullen 
Mr. & Mrs. L.N. Crabtree 
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Short Sr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Pleman Hoddinott 
Mr. & Mrs. Pleman Hoddinott 
Mr. & Mrs. James Downey 
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Welshman 
Mr. & Mrs. Reuben Ryder 
Mr. & Mrs. George Elford 
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent Mayne 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony King 
Mr. & Mrs. Derek Purchard 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Roberts 
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Bailey 
Mr. & Mrs. George Barrett Sr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Lewellyn Riggs 
Mr. & Mrs. Henley Barrett 
Mr. & Mrs. James Farrell 
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Keeping 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Banfield 
Mr. & Mrs. John Hickey 
Mr. & Mrs. George Crowley 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Tucker 
Mr. & Mrs. George Tucker 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Hatch 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Periera 
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Matthews 
Mr. & Mrs. Don Wells 
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Brewer 
Mrs. Lydia Stoyles 
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Mr. & Mrs. Denis Galway 
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hickey 
Mr. & Mrs. Micheal Lucas 
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Penton 
Mr. & Mrs. Jacobs 
Mr. & Mrs. D. Nofle 
Mr. & Mrs. W. Hayter 
Mr. & Mrs. Herb Feaver 
Mr. John Tobin 
Mr. Roy Manuel 
Mr. Ronald Wall 
Mr. William Ross Derraugh 
Mr. David William Mason 
Mr. R.J. Laplante 
Mr. Ricky Hoddinott 
Mr. Wayne Ryder 
Mr. Jason Ryder 
Mr. Perry Green 
Mr. Ron Murphy 
Mr. Wayde Butler 
Jamie Maloney 
Mr. Herbert Burry 
Mr. Norman Burry 
Mr. Gordon Marshfield 
Mr. Harvey Roberts 
Mr. & Mrs. John Whelan 
Mr. Thomas Smith 
Mr. Byron Smith 
Mr. Gordie Grant 
Mr. Bruce Rodgers 
Mr. Fred Crocker 
Mr. Peter Joseph Maguire 
Mr. A.B. Curry 
Mrs. Bridget Tobin 
Ms. Maureen Tobin 
Ms. Joyce Chapman 
Ms. Gloria Downey 
Ms. Daphne King 
Mrs. J. Mu trey 
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CLASS DIRECTORY 
Karen Abbott 
159 Higons Line 
St. John's, N fld. 
Shelley Ash 
P.O. Box 133 
Harbour Grace, Nfld. 
Muriel Attwood 
22 Pleasant Ave 
Mount Pearl, Nfld. 
Sharon Bailey 
Water Street 
Harbour Grace, Nfld. 
Ellie Ball 
Little Burnt Bay 
Nfld 
Doreen Barrett 
Box 56 RR #1 
Spaniard's Bay, Nfld. 
Gail Bartlett 
Marysvale 
Conception Bay, Nfld. 
Peggy Blackwood 
Greenspond, Nfld. 
Darlene Brewer 
17 Nightingale Rd 
St. John's, Nfld. 
Pam Broomfeild 
6 Dublin Rd. 
St. John's, Nfld. 
Kathy Canning 
Bonavista, Nfld. 
Cathy Dawe 
166 L Amoreaux Dr. 
Scarborough, Ont. 
Agnes Downey 
Box 130RR#1 
Doyles, Nfld. 
Diane Downton 
La Hill St. 
Windsor, Nfld. 
Helen Farrell 
Little Bay 
Plac. Bay, Nfld. 
Kristine Feaver 
Box 242, Doylis Rd. 
Goulds, Nfld. 
Claire Fewer 
Box 71, Site 2, 
Torbay, Nfld. 
Cathy Flemming 
P.O. Box 177, 
Goulds, Nfld. 
Paula Hann 
50 Bennett Dr. 
Gander, Nfld. 
Annette Hapgood 
P.O. Box 67 
Arnold's Cove, Nfld. 
Anne Marie Hickey 
Mannings Hill, 
Torbay, Nfld. 
Maureen Hickey 
P.O. Box45, 
Terrenceville, Nfld. 
Donna Hiscock 
Cherrylane, Box 209 
Manuels, Nfld. 
Darlene Hodder 
Creston North 
Plac. Bay, Nfld. 
Shar.on Hodder 
Box 15, Site 5, 
New Bonaventure, Nfld. 
Daisy and Shawnie Hoddinott 
P.O. Box 30 
Big Bay, N fld 
Debby Hudson 
646 Southside Rd, 
St. Johns, Nfld. 
Cheryl Johnson 
P.O. Box Goose Bay 
Labrador . 
Carolyn Jones 
P.O. Box 807 
Bonavista, Nfld. 
Beverly K.eeping 
P.O. Box 16 
Mose Ambrose, Nfld. 
Cathy King 
Long Harbour 
Plac. Bay, Nfld. 
Marie Knight 
6 Richmond St. 
Winsor, Nfld. 
Debbie Lanning 
15 Brock Crescent, 
Gander, Nfld. 
Catherine Maquire 
3164 Hinchey Ave, 
New Waterford, N.S. 
Beverly Manuel 
1 Fourth St. 
Mount Pearl, Nfld. 
Valerie Mayne 
Hoprall, Trinty Bay, 
Nfld. 
Sandra Melendy 
P.O. Box 909 
Grand Bank, Nfld. 
Kim Moores 
6 Davies Place 
St. Johns, Nfld 
Linda Mutrey 
Fraisye Cove, South Side, 
Carbonear, Nfld. 
Cora Newhook 
Normans Cove 
Trinty Bay, Nfld. 
Carol Perchard 
2 Dalhousie Cres, 
Mount Pearl, Nfld. 
Lois Periera 
43 Eldon St. 
Fortune, Nfld. 
Carol Ann Pickett 
Main St. East 
Fogo, Nfld. 
Elizabeth Pike 
2 Harvard Dr. 
Mount Pearl, Nfld. 
Leta Porter 
Port-de-Grave 
Conception Bay, Nfld. 
Diane Reid 
P.O. Box328 
Grand Falls, Nfld. 
Beverly Roberts 
P.O. Box 308 
Tilton, Nfld. 
Sandra Ronayne 
Site 8 Box 121 
Donavans Rd, Goulds, 
Nfld. 
Ruby Ryder 
98 Glendale Ave. 
Mount Pearl, Nfld 
Angela SauHders 
P.O. Box 291 
Springdale, Nfld. 
Sharon Sheppard 
4 Jervis Place 
St. John's, N fld. 
Jeannine Short 
26 Graham Place, 
Mount Pearl, Nfld. 
Wanda Small 
Wild Cove, 
White Bay, Nfld. 
Agnes Smith 
Murphys Lane 
Bell Island, Nfld 
Karen Sooley 
P.O. Box 87 
Hearts Delight, Nfld. 
Frances Syster 
28 McKay St. 
St. John's, Nfld. 
Maureen Taylor 
127 Old Petty HR. Rd. 
Kilbride, Nfld. 
Brenda Temple 
Box 51 
Long Cove, Nfld. 
Donna Thornhill 
4 Community St. 
P.O. Box 176 
Fortune, Nfld. 
Pam Tibbo 
28 Vancouver St. 
St. John's, Nfld. 
Anne Marie Tobin 
74 Campbell Ave. 
St. John's, Nfld. 
Juanita Traverse 
Fleur - de - Lys 
White Bay, Nfld. 
Deanne Tucker 
63 Viking Rd. 
St. John's, N fld. 
Lori Tucker 
42 Fort Amherst 
St. John's, N fld. 
Wanda Wadman 
P.O. Box 37 
Arnold's Cove 
Plac. Bay, Nfld. 
Clara Wall 
P.O. Box 25 
St. Andrews, Codroy Valley 
Nfld. 
Donna Wells 
Grand Bank 
Nfld. 
Jill White 
East End Rd. 
Belle Island, Nfld. 
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